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INSTRUCTION TO CANDIDATES

1. Please check the details of your particulars in the first Sheet. ie. Name, Hall Ticket No., Examination
and Paper etc.,

2. In case of any deviation in the above or if the booklet is torn/damaged, the defective answer book
may be returned to the invigilator and ask for a blank booklet and fill the particulars properly.
3. Ensure that the first Sheet of the book is properly secured to the Answer Booklet given.
4. You are prohibited from writing on or tempering the Barcodes as they may affect marks allotted to
you.
5. Candidates are prohibited from:
I.
Writing their H.T. Nos. in any part of the answer booklet.
II.
Writing their names in any part of the answer booklet.
III.
Addressing the examiner in any manner whatsoever in the answer booklet. If they do so,
their answer will not be valued.
IV.
Writing religious symbols.
V.
Bringing Cell Phones/Mobile phones.
6. Before beginning to answer any question, the candidates should write the correct number of that
question. They should complete the answer for any question and commence writing answer for the
succeeding question. Answers written at different places for the same question will not be valued.
7. Answers should be written on both sides of the paper.
8. Do not write in the margin.
9. No loose sheets of paper will be allowed in the examination room: no paper must be detached from
or attached to the answer booklets.
10. Answers must be legibly written.
11. Candidates should write not less than 25 lines in each page. It is not necessary to begin each answer
in a fresh page.
12. This answer booklet should be returned to the invigilator before leaving the examination hall.
13. Students should stay in the Examination Hall at least for one and a half-an-hour from the
commencement of the examination.
14. NO ADDITIONAL ANSWER BOOKLET WILL BE SUPPLED

